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Abstract: We present an experimental treatment for the super-continuum (SC) generated through a hollow-core fiber by a 
nanosecond pulse launched from a Q-switched microchip Nd3+:YAG/Cr4+:YAG laser. The SC spectrally spans over a 
half-octave in near IR (~1.0–1.5 m) and is attainable yet at fairly moderate fiber length (tens of cm). The SC generation 
process is shown to originate from silica nodes of the fiber cladding (“secondary cores”), where the pump radiation is 
tightly focused, and to be triggered out by a four-wave mixing process, which is boosted up by the Raman response in the 
fiber. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 In the past decade, highly nonlinear photonic crystal 
fibers (PCF) have been recognized as a powerful and 
versatile tool for laser spectral broadening [1-3]. These fibers 
propagate light along a small solid core surrounded by an 
array of larger air holes. The nonlinear optical properties of 
these structures are very much akin those of a rod of glass 
surrounded by air, stemming from strong confinement of the 
light within the structure and correspondingly a large 
nonlinearity to arise. The modulation instability, four-wave 
mixing, Raman scattering, and coupling with dispersive 
waves are the main effects [4-7] responsible for the ultra-
wide spectral broadening or supercontinuum generation 
(SCG) in highly nonlinear PCF when a narrow pump laser 
line spans up to an octave. 

 On the other hand, hollow-core fibers (HCF) have a 
lower fiber nonlinearity that, in turn, enables distortionless 
light delivery from powerful lasers onto a target [8-10]. 
Since the light guidance here occurs in a hollow core with a 
low attenuation, reduced nonlinearity, and much higher 
damage threshold, these fibers can be a valuable tool for 
communications, laser-spark engines, and other applications. 

 The SCG in standard fibers was observed more than 30 
years ago [11] and so had been extensively studied through 
the 80-90s. The interest in this nonlinear phenomenon has 
been dramatically fueled by the invention of PCF (see, e.g., 
Refs. [12-16]), where SCG was reached at properly engi-
neered structure of air holes in silica. Although the SCG in a 
PCF is typically observed with picosecond (ps) and fem-
tosecond (fs) pump sources [17-19], some recent studies 
have also revealed it even at a CW pump [20]. The current  
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state of the art and possible applications of SCG in PCF and 
PCF-based lasers are summarized in Refs. [1, 21-24]. Except 
of a single publication [25], all the aforementioned studies 
have been dealing with the PCF where a small silica core is 
surrounded by air-silica cladding of hexagonal (holey) 
structure that defines wave-guiding properties of the fiber. 
Such small size of the PCF core provides a high efficiency of 
the nonlinear processes involved into the SCG. 

 Meanwhile, the HCF with a hollow air-filled core and 
cladding of generally the same structure as in the highly 
nonlinear PCF has emerged and is being explored. In the 
sense of the SCG prospects, the HCF has not been 
considered as a suitable choice because of a quite large core 
size and negligible nonlinear effects that take place in the 
air-filled hollow core. However, Ref. [25] has reported for 
the first time the white-light (or SC) generation in a HCF, 
which is suggested to happen in “secondary cores” of the 
fiber cladding. In this work, a ps VIS (green) laser source 
was used, and the SC started to be generated at both the red 
and blue wings of the laser line. The authors attributed the 
SCG due to an efficient four-wave mixing process with 
phase matching reached owing to the fiber-cladding 
birefringence. 

 In the present paper, we investigate the properties of 
SCG in a HCF, where the SC is generated through the 
cascade of nonlinear processes (Raman scattering, self-phase 
modulation, and four-wave mixing) initiated inside the fiber 
cladding by a nanosecond (ns) 1.06- m Q-switched micro-
chip Nd3+:YAG/Cr4+:YAG laser. Analyzing how the whole 
set of SC characteristics such as spectrum span, threshold, 
and spatial profile depend on the fiber length and pump 
power, we arrive to the conclusion that a proper choice of the 
pump light – fiber sample coupling arrangement is the key 
point for highly efficient SCG in the fiber. 

 Notice that our results somewhat resemble those of Ref. 
[25]; however we would stress out the differences: (a) the 
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HCF we manufactured is of the lower air-filling factor, 
which meanwhile demonstrates certain potential for the 
SCG; (b) the SCG is initiated in our case at a different 
wavelength (1.06 m) yet most common in a lab, and at 
quite a different time scale (ns); (c) we provide the reader 
with a comprehensive information on the threshold, spectral, 
and spatial features of near-IR SCG in the fiber. 

 It is also noticeable that the design proposed here 
provides a basis for producing both multi-color and extreme-
to-low power nonlinear devices. Indeed, the band-gap pro-
perty (see below) at one wavelength provided for the central 
air-filled hole suggests high-power light delivery by the fiber 
to the target which state and/or location can be simulta-
neously monitored by the secondary core-generated eye-safe 
SC. In addition, we used standard fiber drawing technique 
for producing a structure generating a high-quality SC at sig-
nificantly lower cost than tapering and dispersion shifting-
based microstructures. These open up a wider door for such 
application as biomedical imaging, laser surgery, and laser-
induced process diagnostics. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

 The HCF is manufactured in the Centro de Investiga-
ciones en Optica (CIO, Mexico) by the standard drawing 
method (see, e.g. [26]) from a preform composed of a stack 
of capillary tubes surrounding one removed capillary in the 
center of the stack. The cladding of the fiber consists of four 
hexagonal rings of air holes with an average diameter of 5.0 
μm and a spacing of 8.0 m, respectively. The diameter of 
the central hollow core is 7.5 m at 125- m outer diameter 
of the fiber. The size of silica triangular nodes composing 
the cladding holey web is approximately 3.0 m. The 
correspondent air-filling factor for the cladding area is about 
0.6-0.7. It is noticeable that the engineered group velocity 
dispersion (GVD) supports a “super mode” regime for the 
HCF holey cladding (see Fig. 1) and, in the same time, the 
band-gap properties of the central (hollow) area; this makes 

our HCF a good choice for an effective SCG in “secondary 
cores” of cladding (near 1.06 m, a zero dispersion wave-
length, see Fig. 1) and also for distortionless delivery of 
high-power visible light through the hollow core (see 
below). 

 The HCF image obtained at white-light illumination and 
registered with a microscope with a digitized output (DC3-
163 National microscope / National Magnaview video 

camera) is shown in Fig. (2) (we used in this case short-
length fiber pieces, of about 1 cm). 

 It is clearly seen here that the fiber hollow core transmits 
visible radiation, which we can assign to the presence of a 
band gap in the green (on the photograph, we show the case 
where white light was intentionally focused into the fiber 
core, but it was collected from a whole fiber end). It is also 
seen that the elements of the fiber cladding, that is, small 
silica triangles in the holey cladding, are highly transparent 
for white light too, with almost no spectral filtering to 
happen. In what follows, the cladding in our fiber works as a 
standard PCF where the role of cores is played by cladding 
triangular silica nodes. 

 Let us notice that a separate experiment was done on 
propagation SC light from a commercial ps source in the 
HCF and similar results were obtained: The secondary cores 
effectively propagate the SC along the fiber length. This 
observation suggests our HCF itself to be a source of SC at a 
properly pump arrangement (see Section 3). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 The results of measurements of attenuation spectra of our 
HCF are shown in Fig. (3), where Fig. (3a) shows the atte-
nuation over a wide spectral range (500–1550 nm), whilst 
Fig. (3b) zooms the fiber transmission in the visible (green). 
The measurements were performed by focusing a weak-
power white-light source (Fianium SC400) onto the HCF 
cleaved cut by using a lens and recording the transmitted 
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Fig. (1). Calculated GVDs for a super-mode propagating in silica triangles of cladding of HCF under scope (curve 1) and (for comparison) 
for the lowest mode of standard PCF with a single solid core (curve 2). The calculations have been made using the 3-terms Sellmeier 
equation. 
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light with an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) Yokogawa 
AQ6370; notice that the spectra are obtained by subtracting 
the incident white-light spectrum from the measured ones. 

 In the attenuation spectra measurements, relatively long 
pieces of tens of cm of the HCF were inspected, and a 
transmission window is seen in Fig. (3b) near 547 nm. This 
is due to the fiber hollow core but the transmission of the 
fiber as a whole is essentially due to the cladding secondary 
cores [see Fig. (3a)]. The dips in the loss seen at 1250 and 
1350–1450 nm, as well as less pronounced ones at 950 and 
1150 nm, are most probably due to the absorption by OH 
overtones in the air that fills the fiber cladding holes [27]. 

 One can also see from Figs. (1, 2 and 3) that properly 
organized focusing of the incident pump with wavelength 
nearby 1000 nm, that is the case of Nd or Yb lasers, can be 
very much favorable for the SC to be generated within the 
small-area silica secondary cores. In what follows, we have 
performed an experiment where the pump is launched into 
the cladding area of the HCF at the special focusing 
arrangement shown in Fig. (4). 

 Our main experiments on SC generation were performed 
with an in-house made Nd3+:YAG/Cr4+:YAG microchip laser 
operating in a hybrid active-passive Q-switching regime 
[28]. The microchip laser was pumped with a standard 806-
nm semiconductor diode. The microchip laser delivers 1.2-ns 

 

Fig. (2). HCF cleaved end image at white-light illumination (fiber length L = 1 cm). 
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Fig. (3). HCF transmission spectra obtained for different sample length. (a) Overall view; (b) insight to a transmission window centered at 
@547 nm. 
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pulses, which carry energy of 21 J at a controllable (1–10 
kHz) repetition rate. The laser output is single-mode and 
single-polarization, so that no special control has to be taken 
over the state of polarization. The linewidth of the laser was 
measured to be less than ~0.2 nm. 

 The pump radiation was coupled to the HCF sample 
using the simplest optical components (see Fig. 4) to engi-
neer the size and power of the input beam. The pump pulse 
was tightly focused onto the HCF facet through an AR-
coated (@1064 nm) focusing lens (f = 5 cm) followed by an 
objective (X 20, NA = 0.65). This enabled us to focus the 
pump down to the 2.5–3- m focal diameter and so to couple 
the pump into one of the silica triangular nodes which 
compose the fiber cladding. 

 The signal on the HCF output was analyzed with an OSA 
(Yokogawa AQ6370 or Ando AQ 6315A), photo-detector 
(Red Wave D123), and power-meter (Anritsu ML 910B). In 
the experiments, we exploited different pieces of the fiber 
samples with length varied from 15 to 250 cm; the incident 
pump power was varied as well. 

 Our main results on the SCG in the HCF are highlighted 
at Figs. (5-8) below.  

 Let us start with the length and pump energy depen-
dences; the later is obtained by placing the neutral filters in 
front of the focusing lens. 

 Fig. (5) presents the two most typical scenarios of the 
SCG at different fiber lengths and pump energy delivered by 
the microchip laser to the fiber. It is seen that the SC is 
effectively generated within a 950–1450 nm half-octave 
provided the fiber is long enough (tens of cm). The other 
observation from Fig. (5) illuminates the physical processes 
that take place in the silica triangle cladding, behind this 
generation. The offset of the modulational instability is 
readily observed at the shorter fiber length. These sidebands 
are enhanced by the pump and spread the pulse spectrum to 
the Stokes side, which is defined by the action of Raman 
self-scattering. The longer the fiber is the larger numbers of 
sidebands are generated between the Stokes components that 
results in the smooth step-like half-octave spectral profile 
with no fringes imposed. That is, the SC spans through the 

 

Fig. (4). Experimental arrangement. 
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Fig. (5). SC spectra recorded at two different HCF lengths (L = 38 and 245 cm) and maximal (10 μJ) pump power delivered to the fiber. 
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whole gap of the HCF high (cladding) transparency region 
and has a red bound that is due to the water absorption 
around 1450 nm. It is also worth noticing the remnants of the 
diode pump centered at 806 nm, seed up the less intense 100-
nm SC spanning from 800 to 950 nm. 

 In turn, Fig. (6) suggests additional proofs in favor of 
both the self-phase modulation as a SC start-up mechanism 
[see Fig. (6a)] and Raman self-scattering whose strong 1st, 
2nd, and 3rd maximums shift the narrow pump line over this 
half-octave [see Fig (6b and c)]. Here the SC plots are given 
in a linear scaling, in contrast to logarithmically scaled ones 
on Fig. (6a) what makes it worth noticing that the 2nd, and 3rd 
Raman peaks on figures (b) and (c) look much more pro-
nounceable comparing the same ones shown on Fig. (5) in a 
logarithmic scale). 

 The dependence of the SC bandwidth versus the incident 
pulse energy along with the threshold as a function of the 
HCF length is plotted in Fig. (7). These plots show the SC 
bandwidth to be a growing function of the pulse energy that 

exponentially blows up near the SC threshold and obviously 
becomes saturated as it comes to the longer pieces of the 
fiber [see Fig. (7a)]. Then, it seems only natural the energy 
threshold decrease at increasing the fiber length [see Fig. 
(7b)]. 

 Notice that a slightly less saturation level of the SC 
spectral width for the longest HCF [compare, e.g., the curves 
for L = 95 and L = 245 cm in Fig. (7a)] originates from 
higher attenuation, for lengthy samples, in the fiber silica 
host, which, in turn, stems from OH absorption near 900 and 
1400 nm; see also Fig. (3a) and the discussion thereafter 
where we have revealed a similar fact for the transmission 
spectra of our HCF as a whole. 

 Finally, we suggest a demonstration (see Fig. 8) of what 
is the spatial distribution of the SC generated in our HCF. 
That is, we measure the output beam intensity from the rear 
facet of the HCF which cladding’s secondary cores generate 
the SC. These measurements are done by translating a small-
area photo-detector (Red Wave D123, which is sensitive to 
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Fig. (6). SC spectra generated in HCF (L = 191 cm) at three different incidence pulse energies: (a) 2, (b) 5, and (c) 10 μJ. 
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the radiation at wavelengths from 0.9 to 2.5 m) perpen-
dicularly to the light beam emerging the fiber sample; a Si 
filter is placed between the fiber end and the photo-detector 
to provide a 100%-cutting of the rest of 1.064- m pump and 
so to make sure the detected signal 100-% correspondence to 
the SC (within 1.1–1.4 m). The detected signals are 
recorded on an oscilloscope Instek GQS-620. 

 The SC radial distribution recorded at the distance of Z = 
2.1 cm from the HCF cleaved end is shown in Fig. (8a). It is 
seen that the SC beam has almost a Gaussian distribution; 
the SC beam diameter extracted from these data turned out to 
be about 3.0 m. For a comparison, Fig. (8b) shows the 
profile of the rest of 1.064- m pump taken at the same 

distance from the fiber end in the absence of the Si-filter in 
front of it; the calculated pump beam diameter in the last 
case is about 2.5 m. Needless to say the measured values 
are very close to the characteristic size of secondary triangle 
cores of the HCF cladding (~3.0 m, see above Section 2). 

 Notice that the fine (micrometric) orthogonal displace-
ment of the HCF sample end with respect to the pump focus 
position (see Fig. 4) resulted in a sequential “hops” up and 
down of the SC signal, that evidently justifies a tight 
focusing of the pump into one of the triangles (secondary 
cores) of the HCF cladding, or into the cladding hole pitch – 
in the case of the SC signal disappearance. Finally, it is 
worth noticing the SCG in our HCF also happened to be 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (7). Dependencies of (a) SC spectral width versus pump pulse energy, each measured twice (at the SC spectra’s half-height, see Fig. 5) 
for different HCF lengths) and (b) SCG threshold versus HCF length. 
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sensitive to the pump polarization (actually, the SCG gene-
ration in the fiber is switched on at a definite orientation of 
the pump beam polarization when the latter is coincident 
with one of the fiber birefringence axes provided by its 
cladding hexagonal structure), and so might be considered as 
a useful tool to illuminate the role of the fiber birefringence 
for the SCG to trigger. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 One of the key challenges in developing an efficient 
broadband coherent source is to combine a PCF engineered 
with well-pronounced non-linear optical properties with a 
high-peak power laser. Here we present the results of our 
most recent experiments for the near-IR SCG in a HCF. We 

demonstrate that a 1-ns microchip laser can produce high-
quality, powerful, half-octave near-IR output in such a fiber. 
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration 
of the SCG in the HCF cladding at 1-ns range 1.06- m 
excitation. Notice that SCG is attainable at quite short fiber 
lengths (tens of cm) and is characterized by fairly low 
threshold of few J. 

 As the HCF fabricated has air-filled 7.5- m central core 
and the silica nodes (or “secondary cores”) that separate 5-

m holes of the cladding have smaller characteristic size of 
~3 m, their ability of broadband generation are dominated 
by the nonlinear response of the secondary cores. As our 
modeling shows, the SCG is more effective in triangular 
silica nodes of cladding of the developed HCF than in an 

 

 

 

Fig. (8). Transversal distributions of (a) SC beam and (b) rest of the pump beam at the HCF (L = 245 cm) output. The distance between the 
fiber rear end and Ge photo-detector is Z = 2.1 cm in both cases. 
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equivalent regular single core of a PCF, because of a 
geometry factor. In turn, the hollow core is demonstrated to 
provide transmission of light in a linear regime at a 
wavelength properly managed at the fiber modeling and 
fabrication. 

 In conclusion, HCF with few-micron secondary silica 
cores cladding is fabricated where each of them can serve a 
source of a smooth half-octave SCG at in-core ~1–10 J/ns 
1.06 m excitation with a controllable (1–10 kHz) repetition 
rate. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
demonstration of SCG in HCF cladding after excitation with 
a high-peak power microchip laser. The entire configuration 
is convenient for the implementation of extremely compact 
monolithically integrated pulsed SC-sources. Tight focusing 
into a single secondary core is the prerequisite of the SCG 
(provided by a properly engineered GVD) and, along with 
the hollow core width, offers the possibility for coupling of 
different-color lasers into the fiber. It should be noted that 
other points of interest such as leakage of the SC and 
delivering lights through the fiber length and guiding 
efficiency have remained out of the present work scope and 
will be reported elsewhere. 
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